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He is the founder of eBay where he served as chairman from to Since , Omidyar has been
involved in online journalism as the head of investigative reporting and public affairs news
service Honolulu Civil Beat. Omidyar was born in Paris, the son of Iranian parents who migrated
to France for higher education. He was given the name of Parviz. Due to his father's work, the
family moved to the US when Omidyar was a child. Omidyar attended Punahou School in
Honolulu for a couple of years and currently serves on its Board of Trustees. He graduated from
St. Andrew's Episcopal School, Potomac, Maryland , in In , at the age of 28, Omidyar began to
write the original computer code for an online venue to enable the listing of a direct
person-to-person auction for collectible items. He created a simple prototype on his personal
web page, and on Labor Day , Monday, September 4, , he launched an online service called
Auction Web, which would eventually become the auction site eBay. The service was originally
one of several items on Omidyar's website eBay. Similar surprises followed. The business
exploded as correspondents began to register trade goods of an unimaginable variety. Omidyar
incorporated the enterprise; the small fee he collected on each sale financed the expansion of
the site. The revenue soon outstripped his salary at General Magic and nine months later,
Omidyar decided to dedicate his full attention to his new enterprise. By , when Omidyar signed
a licensing deal to offer airline tickets online, the site had hosted , auctions. In the first month of
, it hosted two million. By the middle of that year, eBay was hosting nearly , auctions a day. In ,
Omidyar changed the company's name from AuctionWeb to eBay, and began to advertise the
service aggressively. The name "eBay" was his second choice. His first choice was already
registered to a Canadian mining company, Echo Bay Mines. He originally wanted Echo Bay , the
name of a recreational area near Lake Mead, Nevada, because it "sounded cool. This was
revealed in Adam Cohen's book, [28] and confirmed by eBay. Jeffrey Skoll joined the company
in In March , Meg Whitman was brought in as president and CEO, and continued to run the
company until January , when she announced her retirement. In September , eBay launched a
successful public offering , making both Omidyar and Skoll billionaires. In , eBay bought PayPal
, an online payment company. In , Omidyar launched an online investigative reporting news
service, Honolulu Civil Beat , covering civic affairs in Hawaii. The site has been named Best
News Website in Hawaii for three consecutive years. In , Omidyar stepped down from the board
of eBay as part of a broader overhaul of the company. He will stay as director emeritus, an
honorary title. Omidyar Network is a philanthropic investment firm dedicated to harnessing the
power of markets to create opportunity for people to improve their lives. In Omidyar established
the global philanthropic organisation Luminate. Omidyar is a major donor to Democratic Party
candidates and organizations. Omidyar has publicly committed to giving the vast majority of his
wealth away within his lifetime, and in joined Bill Gates and Warren Buffett's "giving pledge.
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Chairman of eBay â€” WY John Mars. The ecommerce world moves fast, and when you've got a
lot of active listings you want to be able to make changes to them quickly. What you can change
in your listing depends on the listing format you've chosen fixed price or auction , the time until

the listing closes, and whether an item has received bids or sold. One thing that you can't
change under almost any circumstance is the listing format. You're also limited in the types of
changes you can make to listings with outstanding Best Offers on them, so answer all
outstanding best offers before you try editing a listing. Read more about what you can and can't
edit and when. Learn more by watching a brief video on editing listings in bulk. These tools use
the bulk editing tool located in My eBay to make changes to your listings through Selling
Manager and Selling Manager Pro subscribers can edit both scheduled and live listings at the
same time, in addition to being able to filter your listings by format type. Find out more about
how Selling Manager and Selling Manager Pro can help you sell more with less effort.
World-class developers have created a range of programs to help sellers manage and edit
listings. Many tools can handle thousands of listings at a time. See what's available on our
Apps Center. Please note there may be costs associated with these solutions. Inventory
volume: Low Technical Difficulty: Easy. Inventory volume: Medium Technical Difficulty: Easy.
Designed for professional sellers, Seller Hub puts all the tools and insights you'll need into one
easy-to-use place. Inventory volume: All Technical Difficulty: Easy. Sell more and more
efficiently by better managing inventory, learning from monthly sales reports, and automating
feedback, listing, and relisting. Inventory volume: High Technical Difficulty: Easy. If you use a
third-party inventory application and need to upload the information to eBay, this tool is for you.
Inventory volume: High Technical Difficulty: Intermediate. Merchant Integration Platform is a
feed-based platform that lets you upload your inventory in bulk, then quickly and efficiently
create listings and manage orders. Inventory volume: High Technical Difficulty: Advanced.
Leverage eBay's robust IT infrastructure and reduce demands on your network bandwidth by
shifting the processing burden of very large inventories from your servers to ours. Condition
IDs by Category. Category IDs. Listing Designer Theme IDs. Sellers can upload files which add,
revise, relist, and end listings. They can also perform some basic post-sale management tasks
such as leaving feedback or identifying items for which they have received payment or shipped
to the buyer. Before using eBay File Exchange on these international sites, visit the individual
country or region sites to create custom eBay File Exchange templates for those sites.
Generally, any eBay File Exchange listing action that is completed before the end of a
promotion will be eligible for the promotion. Sellers can use the data files to specify a time and
date when the listing request should be completed or cancelled that coincides with the end of
the promotion. However, you should double check the terms for each promotion to confirm that
your listings are eligible. The data file should be submitted in CSV comma-separated values
format. The file must be no larger than 15 MB and cannot exceed the maximum number of
listing requests that the seller is allowed during a hour period. For specific information on the
data file format, please refer to the eBay File Exchange User Guide, which is accessible to eBay
File Exchange sellers. At this time, the eBay File Exchange data file format cannot be used with
the import function that is part of the other eBay seller tools. Once you have an eBay File
Exchange account, go to your account page to download and populate an eBay File Exchange
template. You can upload your data files from your account page interactively or
programmatically via scripts. Please leave the following fields untouched. Get Started
Everything you need to start selling on eBay. Shipping Whether you ship across town or around
the world. Explore your options. Packaging matters Handling time Reducing shipping costs
Shipping best practices Return shipping. Service and Payments Learn how to give great service
and get paid. Additional Resources. Seller Center Search. On This Page. Bulk editing Expand all
Collapse all. Bulk editing and revision in My eBay To edit multiple live listings at once, follow
these steps Click My eBay at the top of any eBay page. You may be asked to sign in. In the left
column, click Sell. Click the Edit button, and your listings will appear in a spreadsheet-type
form. Click the boxes you want to change, such as title or price, and make your changes.
Preview how a listing will appear by clicking on the magnifying glass icon on the right side of
the spreadsheet. Click Submit all at the bottom of the page, then click Confirm and submit or
Cancel to go back and make more changes. It's here that you'll see if you've incurred any new
fees following the changes. To edit your return policy, follow these steps Click My eBay at the
top of any eBay page. Check the box beside listings you want to edit. From the Edit dropdown
menu at the top of the page, choose Return policy. A pop-up window will appear which will
allow you to change whether or not you accept returns. Remember that even if you choose not
to accept returns, buyers may still request a return if an item doesn't match its description.
Choose 14, 30, or 60 days. Choose from money back, replacement, or exchange. Consider
offering free shipping to attract more buyers. Alternatively, you can specify circumstances
when the buyer pays return shipping. It's here that you'll see if you've incurred any new fees
following your changes. Third-party editing tools World-class developers have created a range
of programs to help sellers manage and edit listings. Troubleshooting Getting error messages

back when you try to bulk edit your listings? Try these tips: Start simple. Read the error or alert
message to see which listings aren't working. Submit the listings that are working, then go back
to correct the error on the remaining ones. Double check. Are you trying to edit a field you're
not allowed to edit? Trying to edit an auction listing within 12 hours of auction end? Have
outstanding Best Offers on a listing? These are some of the most common errors in bulk
editing. Learn more about what you can and can't edit and when. Compliance with eBay
changes. If you're editing an older Good 'Til Cancelled listing, that listing may not be fully in
compliance with more recent changes to eBay policies. A common problem is listings that
mention check or money order as payment methods, though these are no longer accepted. Edit
the listing to bring it into compliance with new requirements. Read more about the latest
changes in the Seller Center. Narrow it down. Try cutting down the number of fields or listings
you are trying to edit at once, which will help you find what's causing the problem. Ask for help.
Have you checked out eBay discussion boards? There are boards for most eBay-owned tools,
where you can search for answers to questions from people who've faced the same dilemmas
as you or ask your own question. Third-party tools often host their own boards as well. For
assistance with third-party tools, please contact the third-party developer directly. Create and
manage single listings with just a few clicks of the mouse. This is ideal for sellers who don't list
a lot of items at once. Try Single Listing Tool Now. Want to list large amounts of inventory
efficiently? Create and edit multiple listings at once. Try Multiple Listing Tool Now. Discover the
streamlined way to build and run your eBay business. Try eBay Seller Hub Now. Get Details on
Selling Manager Pro. Upload and manage your inventory easily and efficiently in CSV or
tab-delimited files. Get Details on eBay File Exchange. We've got high-volume small-business
and enterprise merchants covered. Get Details on Merchant Integration Platform. Get Details.
Get Details on Large Merchant Services. File Exchange. Getting started Instructions and
resources. Getting started eBay File Exchange allows sellers to quickly upload and manage
listings. Select a template from the eBay File Exchange Center. The template you select
depends on the category in which you want to list your items. Download the template to your
computer. Open the template on your computer. The Excel file has additional notes to help you
complete the template. Fill in the template. Complete all the required fields. Save the template in
the CSV comma-separated values or tab-delimited file format. Upload the template to eBay.
Make sure to upload the. Review the upload status and results and fix any problems. The upload
status and results appears on the View Upload Results page. You may need to upload the file
again. Find what you need to make the most of File Exchange. Get Started with File Exchange.
FAQs Expand all Collapse all. Was this page helpful? Please answer this question before
sending. Page name. Tell us how we can improve this page Submit. Custom Survey Tab. Seller
Hub Webinars Seller Update. Stay Connected. Third Party Providers on eBay offer services to
help you run your eBay business. These are services that complement functionality on the eBay
site. Examples of these services include listing, inventory and order management, shipping and
fulfillment services, eCommerce platforms and much more. Third Party Providers tap into the
power of the eBay Developers Program to create tailored software interfaces that allow sellers
to manage part or all of their eBay business. Sellers utilizing eBay are extremely diverse. Third
Party Providers offer a variety of services that can meet the needs of different sellers as their
individual situations dictate in the life cycles of their business. Third Party Providers can help
you streamline and create efficiencies that unlock growth. These efficiency gains are vital to
helping you scale your business. They can help save time and resources by automating
recurring functions, providing competitive insights, and much more. Some examples include:.
We have compiled information to inform you about the available options and recommend you
research and choose the Third Party Provider that is right for your business. We are experts on
eBay repricing. The market is price driven. Competition is intense and dynamic. A repricing tool
is the key to be competitive and profitable. The product was designed by our founding team
who has years of Top Seller experience. We know eBay selling intimately and we understand
every aspect of competitive selling on eBay. OneSaas is an integrations platform providing
omnichannel sales data automation for accounting, fulfilment and marketing applications and
their customers. For our application partners, we enable a full suite of high-quality business
data integrations to their customers via a single connection to our Hub. OneSaas delivers
unbeatable financial efficiency and quality that cannot be replicated by other platforms or by
apps building, maintaining and supporting their own native integrations. For the thousands of
small, medium and enterprise customers of our app developer partners, OneSaas ensures the
apps they use to run their business happily work together. Manage orders, inventory,
fulfillment, pricing and Guaranteed Shipping programs for all your channels on one integrated
platform. Automate your eBay business to cut overhead and boost margins. Feedonomics is a
data feed management platform that helps organizations list, optimize, and syndicate product

data across hundreds of online channels. We use proprietary feed management technology and
dedicated support specialists to power our solutions for advertising, marketplaces, job boards,
and more. Frooition is staffed with experienced eBay designers and developers, and works
closely with eBay to provide beautiful stores and product pages with software solutions to
make selling easier. Sellers can quickly manage and apply design to hundreds of listings in
bulk, then make changes just as easily. Kyozou is an all-in-one multi-channel inventory and
eCommerce management software tool designed for online sellers. Key features help sellers
manage inventory, list across channels, as well as process and ship orders with several
carriers. Features such as barcode scanning, pick-up scheduling, returns management, and
more help sellers automate and organize their online business. Monsoon Commerce is an
eCommerce solutions company powering the online success of mid-sized merchants. Their
integrated solutions allow sellers to easily manage inventory, orders, and fulfillment; sell more
products in more places; and intelligently price products across channels. Seller Sourcebook
offers an easy-to-use tool for listing and image hosting. It also provides a large template gallery.
Their flat rate service for beginner and advanced eBay sellers includes listing, scheduling, and
coordination of listings. SellerCloud is an inventory and order management solution for
multichannel merchants, helping sellers market their products across more than 45 platforms.
SellerCloud also offers full integration with eBay Motors, with the ability to add fitments to
listings directly from SellerCloud. Easily integrate eBay with more applications, and see why top
global merchants trust VL OMNI to move data seamlessly through their infrastructure as they
grow, expand, and accelerate their business. Volo offers a complete combination of people and
technology to find the best way for each business to sell across multiple channels and to
remove the complexity from listing, selling and updating their inventory. Its powerful tools make
managing inventory, listings, orders and customers a snap. Plus, its special reports help sellers
manage their business and the Vendio Reviser makes it easy to update active eBay listings.
Webinterpret offers a cutting-edge cross-border solution for eCommerce. It enables
marketplace sellers to grow their sales internationally in a fully automated way and provides
buyers with a localized shopping experience. Built by multichannel sellers with eBay selling
experience, Zentail is a fast and easy way to grow your eBay sales. Listing Tools help create
and post your listings to eBay. Inventory Management helps track your inventory in one central
hub and sync it across channels, while helping prevent over-selling and out of stock scenarios.
In addition you can define business rules to automate inventory updates. Inventory
Management is an essential part of running a successful multi-channel eCommerce business.
Order management also includes notifications to customers throughout the transaction
process. Shipping and Fulfillment tools help you organize orders and create processes for
picking, packaging, shipping, and tracking. They help get the item from the warehouse to the
customer through services including printing shipping labels, uploading tracking numbers and
keeping customers updated. Creating awareness and demand for products can be vital as you
work to increase sales velocity. Third Party Providers offer creative options and efficient tools
to streamline advertising and marketing. As your business grows, accounting and financial
demands can become complicated. Third Party Providers can help organize and simplify
activities like payroll, accounts payable, vendor invoices and general business expenses.
Additionally, reporting and analytics functionality can help you improve business forecasts and
better understand how to plan for supply and demand trends. Utilizing a re-pricing Third Party
Provider can offer insights and automation for regular market indexing and guided pricing
changes. Ecommerce platforms can help sellers scale their business. These providers typically
allow you to set up your catalog and then they help push inventory from that catalog to sales
channels. Full service providers give you a one stop shop to manage all aspects of your
eCommerce business. These services include but are not limited to:. CDK Global, is committed
to helping dealers connect to and serve their customer base while growing their businesses in
the way in which they envision. After more than 40 years, CDK delivers upon this commitment
by listening to dealers and understanding their unique challenges, distinctions and
opportunities. There is no better solutions ally for the dealer than CDK Global. CDK has never
been more enthusiastic to partner with dealers in shaping the next chapter of their respective
businesses and industries. Our Partner Program gives you access to a broad selection of
third-party applications that can increase productivity and streamline operations across many
of your departments. Used by retail consumers and parts pros around the globe, Partsvoice.
Partsvoice integration with eBay offers a parts eCommerce solution for both web and mobile
including accurate catalog, fitment info, images, and automated inventory updates to make
listing and selling fast and easy. Whatever your data source, whatever your business size,
Channel Spyder will help you list and sell more with fewer man hours. Tools like order
Geo-Vending and Dynamic-Variable pricing help you sell more with higher profit margins.

Channel Spyder gives you all the tools you need to scale your business and maintain the
highest possible eBay Seller Rating. You can save hundreds of thousands of dollars in labor
and increase your listings by leveraging the expansive DCi database. As the most widely used
database to identify automotive parts that interchange, Hollander sets the industry standard for
communicating part fitment and availability. Find quality, recycled automotive parts at attractive
prices on eBay. With a team with over 60 collective years of fitment experience, our focus is to
both increase seller revenue and reduce seller returns by removing the price and technology
barriers to the management and communication of fitment. We are excited to offer listing
creation services through our participation in the eBay Vertical Integration Platform. Our
partnership with eBay and our experience with fitment puts us in a unique position to help
launch your products quickly and easily on the eBay platform, and with no up-front listing fees.
Mecka offers state of the art analytics and business intelligence Providing Multi Channel sales
management solution for retail eCommerce and content management. Experience an almost
immediate ROI with this program through their fully integrated cloud- based tools used to
manage your eCommerce business. OEC is a technology leader and innovator of web-based OE
solutions helping dealers sell more OEM parts and increase customer satisfaction to
independent repair facilities and collision repair shops. MarketplaceDirect provides access to
huge buyer audiences of online retail customers by allowing dealerships to easily sell OEM
parts online with eBay Motors. Buyers now have more options to purchase OEM parts online.
All data is complete with title, description, images, and fitment. RevolutionParts achieves
simplicity by dramatically streamlining the work involved with running an online automotive
parts business. One of the core beliefs is to provide partners with the right set of integrated
tools that will cut down on unnecessary and tedious back-office work, manual data entry and
reentry, and allow partners to focus on growing online parts sales. SimplePart creates and
markets turnkey eCommerce solutions designed to help auto manufacturers and their dealers
sell OEM parts, accessories, apparel and service repair orders online. Our industry-leading
in-house team of analysts and consultants provide marketing, strategy, guidance and market
intelligence to help OEMs and dealers optimize every aspect of their online parts business.
Additional benefits of Nexpart include zero insertion fees, free subtitles, an eBay Basic
Storefront, and more. Integrate aftermarket and OE parts catalogs with pictures, SEO-optimized
titles, and vehicle fitments. Please leave the following fields untouched. Get Started Everything
you need to start selling on eBay. Shipping Whether you ship across town or around the world.
Explore your options. Packaging matters Handling time Reducing shipping costs Shipping best
practices Return shipping. Service and Payments Learn how to give great service and get paid.
Additional Resources. Seller Center Search. Seller Center Third Party Providers. Third Party
Providers. On This Page. What is a Third Party Provider? Why use a Third Party Provider?
Benefits of Third Party Providers. Some examples include: Bulk edit listings with ease Product
Data Retention including Photos Streamline and even automate repetitive tasks Sync inventory
and process orders from a single interface Grow on existing channels and expand to new ones
from a single hub We have compiled information to inform you about the available options and
recommend you research and choose the Third Party Provider that is right for your business.
Learn More. Order Management. Ecommerce Platforms. Full Service. Strategic Partners Expand
all Collapse all. Core Services. Free trial available Supports all international eBay sites Servicing
hundreds of thousands of eBay sellers since Pricing Model: Manage unlimited listings, pricing
is based on monthly sales volume. Founded in , 3Dsellers continues to be a leading provider of
eBay apps and is trusted by over , eBay sellers worldwide. Learn More About 3Dsellers. Helping
eBay sellers since 30 Day Unlimited Free Trial No lengthy contract required Month to month, or
save with discounted annual plans Free webinars every 2 weeks. Auctiva specializes in helping
SMBs save time and sell more on eBay and other online marketplaces. Trusted by sellers for
over 20 years, businesses around the world continue to streamline listing and inventory
management and increase sales with Auctiva. With reliable listing automation, a large suite of
marketing tools, order management and a dedicated Customer Support Team, Auctiva is your
one-stop-shop for managing and growing your eCommerce business. Learn More About
Auctiva. For nearly two decades, ChannelAdvisor has helped thousands of brands and retailers
worldwide improve their online performance by expanding sales channels, connecting with
consumers around the world, optimizing their operations for peak performance and providing
actionable analytics to improve competitiveness. For more information, visit channeladvisor.
Learn More About Channel Advisor. Free trial available see link below Pricing model: Monthly
Subscription, no set up fee or contract required. InkFrog is a leading eBay listing tool since
Save time, headaches, and increase sales by offering inventory to eBay from all of your
channels. Learn More About InkFrog. CommerceHub prides itself on being an accessible and
collaborative partner with strategic influence and tactical experience. Our world-class team of

experts guide sellers through every critical decision related to eCommerce success on the
marketplaces that matter. Learn More About CommerceHub. Multi-channel management Bulk
listing with saved templates Sync inventory to avoid overselling Print discounted postage
Seamless integration with Shopify, BigCommerce and WooCommerce. No credit card required.
No setup costs. Gain centralized control over inventory and orders, all from a single, intuitive
interface that users love. Learn More About Sellbrite. Easily create and publish listings for major
marketplaces in one place. Simply import, upload or create your product catalog in SellerActive.
List catalog items or original items with our product creation features. Automated repricing can
help you rank higher on marketplaces, and shift more units during crucial selling seasons. Stop
switching back and forth between sales channels to manage order fulfillment and start
consolidating your multi channel orders into one platform. Industry leading support will help
you get set up and they will pick up the phone whenever you may need them. Learn More About
SellerActive. Pricing model: Monthly Subscription, no contract required. Solid Commerce is an
online platform that enables you to manage the full lifecycle of your sales on eBay and other
channels. This includes listings, inventory and orders and shipping. Learn More About Solid
Commerce. BigCommerce is a leading SaaS eCommerce platform for established and
rapidly-growing businesses. Combining enterprise functionality, an open architecture and app
ecosystem, and market-leading performance. Learn More About BigCommerce. No rev share.
No contracts. Full feature trial. SureDone helps new or growing sellers, brands, and enterprises
affordably automate and scale eCommerce businesses. Use SureDone to automate repetitive or
error prone tasks, centralize all your product information and get away from managing different
versions of spreadsheets and documents in order to keep everything straight. We give you back
time in your day and help to improve your seller metrics by giving you a way to keep your data
accurate, up to date and in sync across all your selling channels. Use our import functionality to
bring in your products from other eCommerce and marketplace channels like Amazon, Shopify,
BigCommerce or elsewhere, add eBay categories and item specifics, and populate eBay quickly
- with your product information and inventory in sync everywhere. Learn More About SureDone.
Free trial available Pricing Model: Monthly Subscription, no contract required. Shopify is a
leading global commerce company, providing trusted tools to start, grow, market, and manage a
retail business of any size. Shopify makes commerce better for everyone with a platform and
services that are engineered for reliability, while delivering a better shopping experience for
consumers everywhere. Headquartered in Ottawa, Canada, Shopify powers over one million
businesses in more than countries and is trusted by brands such as Allbirds, Gymshark,
PepsiCo, Staples, and many more. Learn More About Shopify. We know what it takes to make an
online business thrive. Our flagship product, SixBit, is a desktop-based all-in-one tool that lets
sellers list, manage, print postage and analyze eBay sales at an affordable price. Our low-cost,
subscription based program is perfect for enabling budding or experienced entrepreneurs to list
online with maximum ease and efficiency. With customizable options and quick implementation
of new features, we will keep you up to date with the changing marketplace. We have a proven
history of getting back to you quickly, when you need it. Let us meet your needs and start
growing your business today. Learn More About SixBit. Use your existing online store catalog
to create, sync and manage product listings on Amazon, eBay and Google Shopping and more.
Enjoy powerful listing automation, real-time inventory and pricing sync, and limitless
centralized control of your multichannel sales and marketing with Codisto Channel Cloud. Other
multichannel selling tools require you to migrate your entire product catalog to their platform,
but with Codisto Channel Cloud, you can go directly from your existing eCommerce platform
marketplaces and ad networks in minutes. Learn More About Codisto. Learn More About
Linnworks. Additional Partners Expand all Collapse all. Learn More About StreetPricer. Learn
More About OneSaas. Learn More About Etail. Learn More About Feedonomics. Frooition also
provides development and support for other eCommerce platforms. Learn More About
Frooition. Learn More About Kyozou. Learn More About Monsoon. Learn More About
SellerCloud. Learn More About Volo Commerce. For medium and large multi-channel sellers,
Vendio streamlines eBay selling. Learn More About Vendio. Learn More About Webinterpret.
Learn More About Zentail. Services Expand all Collapse all. Whatever your data source,
whatever your business size, Channel Spyder will help you list and sell more with fewer man
hours Tools like order Geo-Vending and Dynamic-Variable pricing help you sell more with
higher profit margins. Learn More About Channel Spyder. Learn More About DCi. Learn More
About Epicor. Learn More About Hollander. Learn More About myFitment. Learn More About
Mecka. Learn More About RevolutionParts. Learn More About SimplePart. Was this page
helpful? Please answer this question before sending. Page name. Tell us how we can improve
this page Submit. Custom Survey Tab. Seller Hub Webinars Seller Update. Stay Connected.
While feedback is intended as an open forum, our guidelines and policies listed below are in

place to ensure it's used constructively and fairly. Remember though, leaving feedback is
completely voluntary. You can respond to the feedback and tell your side of the story. If a
member has violated one of our feedback policies, you can ask us to have it removed. Once we
review it, we may remove the entire feedback, or just the comment or the rating. In most cases
you can't change feedback once you've left it. However, if you've left negative or neutral
feedback for a seller and want to change it to positive feedback, the seller may be able to send
you a feedback revision request. If the seller is unable to send a feedback revision request, you
can leave a clarifying follow up comment to your original feedback. Buyers aren't allowed to use
threats of negative feedback or low detailed seller ratings to get something that wasn't part of
the original listings, and sellers can't demand positive feedback from buyers. Members can't
exchange feedback solely for the purpose of increasing feedback scores, gaining eBay
privileges, or enhancing their reputation on our site. Neither can they influence another
member's feedback through a series of repeat purchases, or by leaving negative comments with
a positive rating. Sellers aren't allowed to include terms and conditions in a listing that limit or
restrict the buyer from leaving feedback. Tip Visit Seller Help to dispute any buyer feedback.
Skip to main content. Enter the key words you want to ask for help. Enter your search term to
display live search results. Use TAB key to navigate results. Frequently Asked Questions. Was
this article helpful for you? You might also be interested in:. Skip to main content. Watch this
item. Bidding has ended on this item. Posts to:. This amount is subject to change until you
make payment. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme terms and
conditions - opens in a new window or tab This amount includes applicable customs duties,
taxes, brokerage and other fees. For additional information, see the Global Shipping Programme
terms and conditions - opens in a new window or tab. Buyer is responsible for vehicle collection
or delivery. Free postage. Start of add to list layer. Watch this item Add to wish list. Sign in for
more lists. No additional import charges on delivery. This item will be sent through the Global
Shipping Programme and includes international tracking. Learn more - opens in a new window
or tab. May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller for postage options.
See details. Seller's other items. Sell one like this. Related sponsored items. Showing Slide 1 of
2 - Carousel. Seller assumes all responsibility for this listing. Item specifics Condition: Used: An
item that has been previously used. See all condition definitions â€” opens in a new window or
tab Read more about the condition. A Very Reluc tant sale. W Kit Car. A very rare model with the
sortafter cockpit entry, it really is an eye catcher. I have the log book and is registered as a V. W
Beetle Parts for this car are easily sourced and have alot of parts come with it,
pioneer fh x700bt wiring diagram
toyota tacoma startup image
d16y7 engine specs
just needs a V. W engine and glass which is only flat toughened glass and is cheap as chips. I
have the back lights, bezels, front lights which need modifying, shockers, carpets, wheels ect
This car will make you a fortune for premotional use, wedings, proms etc.. It will need trailering
away to its new destination. This is a great little project if thats what you are looking for and
would greatly reap the awards when its complete. Please only genuine apply, any further
questoins send me a message and il try my best to get straight back to you. This is also listed in
other places so have the right to remove if need be. Back to home page Return to top. Back to
home page. Listed in category:. Condition: Used. Ended: 26 Jan, GMT. Learn more - opens in a
new window or tab Postage: May not post to Ukraine - Read item description or contact seller
for postage options. Item location: sunderland, United Kingdom. Seller: enterty Seller's other
items. Used: An item that has been previously used.

